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09/02/14
Review by Stuart R. in Pompano, FL
Project: Fascia Repair
Comments: I had been told by another contractor that my fascia board needed to be
replaced as well as my gutters in the front of my house. Carlos (CTC Roofing) came out
on time and looked at it and he was on time. When Carlos got up on his ladder he said
that the fascia board was not rotted or damaged and all that it was was a gutter anchor
that had not been installed properly causing the gutter to sag. He put in one gutter
anchor for no charge and it fixed the problem. I asked him what I owed him and he said
"nothing"! What an honest guy Carlos is, something you don't find every day. I tipped
him and will recommend Carlos to all my friends and family. You would do well to have
Carlos & CTC Roofing work on your roof should you ever need timely and honest work
done!
08/21/14
Review by Rita R. in Coral Springs, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Good service, very professional
08/11/14
Review by Craig M. in Miami, FL
Project: Leak Repair
Comments: Carlos came out and did an inspection on the date and time as promised.
He then told me he would have on estimate by Monday no later than 5PM via email. As
promised the email was delivered by 5 PM on Monday. After signing the contract we
scheduled a start date. Due to weather the start date had to change multiple times
because of weather no-fault of CTC roofing. Each time there was a weather delay they
would promptly call me up to re schedule the start date. Once the job was started the
work was done just as the contract stated and as Carlos verbally had promised. The job
was done in a professional manner and all left over construction material from the roof
was removed by CTC roofing leaving me a clean house. Some of the wood trim around
my house had to be replaced Carlos asked me if I had paint to touch up the new wood
and I did so he painted the trim something I did not expect him to do going the extra
mile.
07/11/14
Review by Steve T. in Sunrise, FL
Project: Fascia
Comments: After a couple of rain delays, Carlos (the owner) showed up on the day and
time he said he would. They replaced all of the fascia around the pool enclosure,
corners meeting up with enclosure and another piece of fascia on the side of the
house. The craftsmanship was superb, all joints were miter beveled and mated very
well. They painted the fascia and even repaired some of the soffit at no additional
charge. They cleaned up all the mess afterward. In addition to doing a great job, nice
people.
06/12/14
Review by Diane Y. in Plantation, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: I picked this company based on Angie List reviews and I was not
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disappointed. Carlos showed up on time to bid the job. I received a professional bid via
email from Toni. Once agreed to, Toni scheduled the job and all went well despite rain
interference at times. Carlos is a hard worker and very professional on his approach to
the job. They were courteous and cleaned up during and after the job. I would not
hesitate to use this company again.
04/22/14
Review by Homeowner in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Overall great service, honest and fast. Reasonably priced!
03/31/14
Review by Olga D. in Tamarac, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: My experience went very well. The staff was professional, punctual and
efficient. The pricing is reasonable and I would recommend this company to others.
10/10/13
Review by Sara In Weston, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Carlos was punctual and went right to work. He originally came to repair
roof leak where our patio flat roof meets the gable in the family room roof and also meets
a wall going up to second floor level. Not only did he complete all the repairs that were
contracted, he did others that were not in his original scope at no additional cost. He
went the extra mile and put in the extra effort to avoid other problems in the near future!
More contractors should be like Carlos!
09/28/13
Review by Jeff in Miami, FL
Project: Leak Repair
Comments: Carlos was right on time for the appointment. Looked inside kitchen area
and went up on the roof to look at the area where the leak was coming from. Said he
would email me an estimate (and did). Carols was very professional, friendly and seems
very knowledgeable about roofing repairs. Am getting a couple more estimates from
other vendors. If I don't go with him for this repair, I would definitely check with him in the
future. I have one other estimate and the price is about the same.
08/26/13
Review by David R. in Miramar, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Carlos is great. I've used him on several occasions over the years
between 2 of my places. He's very helpful about telling you what the issue is that's
causing the leak, will take pics of the repair in stages if you want for peace of mind that
he did what was requried to repair the issue. I've never had to call him back for a repair
in the area he's worked on. I would definitely recommend him. He's not the cheapest
repair service in town and not expensive but offers a very fair price for his services and
does the work himself.
08/01/13
Review by Raymond B. in Margate, FL
Project: Repair a Flat Roof
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Comments: Toni & Carlos were great from the beginning. Prompt responses to emails
and since the closing of our house was coming up shortly they were more than willing to
squeeze us into their busy schedule to get this repaired for us. On top of that the price
was MORE than fair at $240.00. We had gotten several other quotes that wanted as
much as $1,700 for the same repairs! Needless to say when we need any roof repairs
we will be using them again for sure and will be referring them to all of our friends/family!
:)
07/26/13
Review by Manuel R. in Hollywood, FL
Project: Replace a Flat Roof
Comments: They were very courteous and thorough with the work that was done. We
had a bit of a mix up with the time but that was quickly resolved and when they arrived
for the job it was all business. The flat roof replace was completed in 1 day and a half.
Insection went flawless and all paperwork was submitted quickly and easily. I was sent
an electronic invoice and a copy of the pass permit . Excellent company and i would
highly recommend them. Carlos himself (owner) showed up to do the roof and was very
professional.
07/22/13
Review by Marla T. In Weston, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: They had to repair two different sections of the roof due to leaks.. remove
tiles, replace fascia, replace rotten deck wood and fascia, install new base, seal, install
tiles, etc. They were great.. We live in florida so with rain there is always a delay on roof
work.. but they had us in as soon as a sunny day was available and they finish in two
days .. very happy!!
07/02/13
Review by Marion C. in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair a Shingle Roof
Comments: The only problem I had was trying to get in contact with a live person on
the phone I always got a recording, I would leave a message and sometimes I would
not get a call back tell the next day, I almost call someone else. I just hope now the
work is done I have no problem if I shoud need them. We well see? It has not rain yet?
06/29/13
Review by Betty M. in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair a Metal Roof
Comments: Kept me informed (rainy season in Florida means you need to be flexible).
Arrived on time, quality work, went above & beyond. Seems very committed to follow up
if necessary. Couldn't be happier. up if necessary
06/21/13
Review by David C. in Hallandale, FL
Project: Repair a Shingle Roof
Comments: From the first phone call to set up an appointment for an estimate through
the job completed, Toni and Carlos were great ! It was like dealing with friends. Toni
was always prompt in returning calls, pleasant and informative. Carlos was
knowledgeable, on time for the estimate and to complete the work, he did a great job
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and was fair priced. An estimate and the paid invoice were emailed in a timely
manner. This experience was absolutely positive from start to finish. I would
recommend CTC Roofing for any roofing needs, large or small.
06/20/13
Review by Jennifer K. in Coconut Grove, FL
Project: Install Dryer Vent
Comments: The office was responsive to my inquiries. The roofer came on time for the
estimate. The roofer fit me into their schedule on short requested, and the roofer came
to do the job one time and completed the job on time at the cost quoted. For Miami, this
is an A++ in terms of customer service. So far, the work appears to have been done
well.
06/10/13
Review by Steve B. Miramar, FL
Project: Tile repair, Fascia
Comments: Reached out to CTC via Angie's list regarding a quote to fix several broken
tiles, loose ridge caps, and some rotted out fascia board. Carlos responded out to our
residence the following day and provided us with a quote for the repairs. A date was set
up to complete the job. Carlos was able to arrive a day early to complete the job. They
called to verify if they could come a day earlier, which was perfect for me. Carlos fixed all
of our broken tiles, replaced some real bad ones with new tiles, and completed
everything he said he would. He cleaned up a few of our corners on our fascia boards
which now have really sharp corners. Outstanding job by CTC ROOFING. I would
definitely use them again for any of my roofing needs. Thanks again.
05/15/13
Review by Jeffrey S.
Project: Shingle Roof Repair, Flat Roof
Comments: I used CTC Roofing, Corp before to repair my roof and then there’s sudden
a leak on the roof that he repaired before. So, the guy came and repaired the roof, and
didn't charged anything. He guarantees his work and it was in the guaranteed period.
They guy that did the repair was a hard worker and he works on time. He is inexpensive
and he stands beyond his work. I have used him for a lot of projects.
04/27/13
Review by a Neighbor in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair, Replace or Seal an Existing Skylight
Comments: They were great. Took the time to pull the requred permit for the work and
completed the job timely.
04/11/13
Review by Elaine F. in Plantation, FL
Project: Replace Skylights
Comments: They were timely, polite and easy to work with.
This project required a permit and this roofer was willing to do the job right and pull a
permit without any hastle
other roofers were not willing to pull the permit and were much higher priced.
They were great. On time, polite, did great job.
It was a pleasure working with them.
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01/28/13
Review by a Neighbor in Hollywood, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Recently, I solicited for a roofing contractor recommendation with the Home
Advisor and other online web services. I was provided several contractors with excellent
ratings and reviews. C.T.C. Roofing stood out by submitting a quote several hundred
dollars less than the other contractors. The nature of my issue involved the repair and or
replacement of approximately 25 tiles on my roof. Carlos from C.T.C. came to my house
for the assessment and quote. Carlos actually was part of the team that did the work. He
was professional, knowledgeable, on time, genuine, and very customer friendly. He
explained all aspects of the job and the job was performed exactly as he explained. To
say I am a satisfied customer would be an understatement. I highly recommend C.T.C.
01/21/13
Review by Steve B. in Miramar, FL
Project: Tile Repair
Comments: Carlos from C.T.C. Roofing came to my house within 24 hours of my
request for an estimate for the repair of broken tile on my roof. He arrived right on time,
assessed the broken tiles, explained how he would approach the repair / replacement of
the tile and the correction of loose ridge cap tiles. He was extremely professional,
articulated the entire repair process, and promised a quote to me via email within 24
hours. He answered all of my questions in a most sincere manner.
The next day the email quote arrived as promised. I had several questions that I
addressed via email and Toni at CTC responded to each issue immediately. While I
was considering two other roofing contractor quotes, I must say, the quote from CTC
was several hundred dollars less than the two other contractors that were being
considered. All three contractors were rated with an A on Angie's List, with very positive
reviews. Given the high ratings of all the contractors being considered, deciding on
CTC was easy. The work was done within one week of the original quote. As was
promised during the roof assessment, the job was done by Carlos exactly as he
explained. The job was completed in the estimated time frame promised, all debris was
removed and Carlos took the time to explain everything that was done.
While Carlos took the time to explain actions that a homeowner can do to protect the
roof, he never tried to sell me anything additional. We discussed the pressure cleaning
that I was having done over the years and one of the suggestions was to ensure that no
bleach was being used to pressure clean the roof, as the bleach can aid deterioration of
the surface under the tiles on the roof. I cannot say enough about how this project
went from the first visit to the completion of the job. Highly recommending this company
would be an understatement! My summary can be summarized in two words Outstanding Experience.
Anyone needing any roof repairs would do themselves a tremendous service in calling
CTC to request a visit / quote and meeting with Carlos. Trust me you have nothing to
lose but a whole lot to gain.
Review by Jeff B. in Deerfield Beach, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Carlos was very knowledgeable and completed the job as promised doing
excellent workmanship. I would highly recommend his company to anyone.
Review by Kelly S. in Pompano Beach, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
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Comments: Carlos and the staff at CTC where knowledgeable and very stand up in
their review of our problem. They were polite, professional and responsive. They
delivered more than they promised. I would highly recommend them to anyone needing
roof repair, replacement work.
07/29/12
Review by Judy C. in Pembroke Pines, FL
Project: Repair a Flat, Foam or Single Ply Roof
Comments: Timely and professional
07/21/12
Review by Dan D. in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair a Flat, Foam or Single Ply Roof
Comments: Very professional, on time, CTC Roofing did an unbelievable fantastic job. I
would recommend them to anyone.
05/07/12
Review by Gabor N. Coral Gables, FL
Project: Repair a Tile roof
Comments: It has been raining off and on for the past 2 weeks, and no more leaks!
Done right on the first time! Rather rare nowadays. Roof tiles had to be removed and
replaced. Also, the repair required parts of the roof covered with new tar paper. Lastly,
several, previously, broken tiles were repaired. Excellent work.
03/03/12
Review by Allen L. in Hollywood, FL
Project: Repair an Asphalt Shingle Roof
Comments: On time, efficient, happy, pleasant, good work! Can't ask for more!
	
  
11/19/11
Review by a Neighbor in Miami, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Very prompt and professional... Highly recommend.
11/18/11
Review by Shirley A. in Miami, FL
Project: Apply Roof Sealant
Comments: He called right away and came out and gave me an estimate within 2 days.
He gives a 20% discount to new customers so his price was great. He did the work
within a week and did a great job! We just had heavy rain and there wasn't a drop of
water in the buckets I had out in the room. He arrived on time and was very professional.
It was areal pleasure dealing with him every step of the way. He also gave me a
warranty on the work.
10/11/11
Review by Larisa K. in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Work was don good and fast. Only they never email the invoice as promise.
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09/08/11
Review by Shirley G. in Pompano Beach, FL
Project: Repair an Asphalt Shingle Roof
Comments: Carlos was very efficient and trustworthy. He gave a very detailed proposal.
He arrived on time and completed the job efficiently and quickly. Wonderful experience.
08/27/13
Review by Thomas S. Pembroke Pines, FL
Project: Repair a Tile roof
Comments: They were excellent, and had a great price. They were courteous and very
professional.
06/15/11
Review by Daniel J. in Miami, FL
Project: Repair a Flat, Foam or Single Ply Roof
Comments: great price,excellent customer services
01/29/11
Review by J erich D. in Hollywood, FL
Project: Repair a Flat, Foam or Single Ply Roof
Comments: They responded very quickly and did an excellent job for a god price. They
were very professional.
	
  
01/28/11
Review by Norman S. in Miami, FL
Project: Repair a Flat, Foam or Single Ply Roof
Comments: arrived when they said they would and did what we agreed. cleaned up
well.
10/21/10
Review by Laraine R. in Davie, FL
Project: Seal Roof
Comments: They did an excellent job. I have recommended them to several people.
09/07/10
Review by Kevin K. in Fort Lauderdale, FL
Project: Repair a Tile Roof
Comments: Great Service and a very Good Price. I believe I actually got a 20%
discount as first time customer based on other quotes. Also, when there was a problem
after he was paid in full, he came out immediately to fix it and got our roof 100% fixed.
This is truely top notch service! I have used several contractors and repairmen over the
years, and I can tell C.T.C. Roofing takes real pride in their work! I would highly
recommend.
07/15/10
Review by Dellyn M. in Southwest Ranches, FL
Project: Skylight
Comments: He did an excellent job. He was very timely; I made the appointment and
he came when he said he would come. He was very conscientious about his work and
there is nothing that I could say bad about him. He listened to what I needed done and
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he didn’t try to push me for anything that didn’t need to be done. He was really great.
When we called him for a re-roof, he was totally open and honest with us and said that
he doesn’t do re-roof. He said he does repairs and installations but just not equipped to
do re-roof. That was a few years ago though and things might have changed now.	
  

